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AC-CXWP-HDMO-BKT BASIC HDMI 
Wall Plate Transmitter via HDBaseT. This basic HDBaseT 
wall plate transmitter/receiver kit is a cost effective HDMI extension prod-
uct from AVPro Edge’s ConferX line of products. Able to handle 4k at 10.2 
Gbps, this single gang wall plate transmitter fits in any standard mud ring.

PROFESSIONAL AUDIO/VIDEO

SOLUTIONS BY AVPRO

This basic HDBaseT wall plate transmitter/receiver kit is a cost effective HDMI extension product from AVPro Edge’s ConferX 
line-up. This extender kit is able to send a 4k signal 40 Meters and a 1080p signal 70 meters using CAT6a with HDBaseT 
technology.
 
This is the ideal video extension solution for single office settings, home theaters, conference rooms, huddle spaces and 
any other place you need to deliver an HDMI single over a long distance. Perfect for any basic HDMI extension job and 
able to handle resolutions from PCs, Apple products, tablets, Blu-ray players or any other HDMI source outputting  4K at 
30hz. With the AC-CXWP-HDMO-BKT you get a sleek look your client will love, a stable connection that lasts, and a product 
that works seamlessly with any source you throw at it. 

Welcome to ConferX, the professional choice for video distribution solutions.
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4K WALL PLATE EXTENDER 
APPLICATIONS 

• CONFERENCE/HUDDLE ROOM 
CONFIGURATIONS: Where many 
sources types can be used — 
computers, players, etc... 

• AUDITORIUMS: This unit extends 
HDMI up to 70 meters for long 
distance type scenarios. 

• PERSONAL OFFICE: Create simple 
presentation venues, with audio, 
that are plug and play and reliable in 
your office. 

• NON-TECHNICAL SCENARIOS: This 
device is auto sensing, so the end-
user has ZERO configuration. This 
is the perfect transmitter anywhere 
non-technical users will access the 
system.


